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Abstract 
This study allocates the issues of Russia’s foreign policy in regard to the Syrian Civil 

War. The aim is to explain why Russia has acted in certain ways in the Syrian Civil 

War. Why has Russia insistedly defended the Assad regime when most do not? The 

purpose of the study is to analyse a case study of the Russian intervention into Syria.  

 This study is using a qualitative, theory consuming approach, where 

metholdical understandings such as the congruens method is used. The theoretical 

framework in the study consist of three different theories to lay the groundwork for the 

analytical framework for the paper. The analytical framework is used to uncover which 

of the theortical framework suits best with the case study on Syria.  

 The conclusion of this study showed that Putin has semi-dicatorship; 

controlling much of the Russian government and its decisions. Furthermore, the 

conclusions shows that Putins strive for great power, a former Soviet great power, 

which has been the ultimate goal with his last foreign policy decision making.  
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1 Introduction 

The Syrian civil war, a result of the Arab Spring from 2011, has caught the eyes of 

several world players in the international political arena. Both regional and international 

powers use Syria as a battleground for a proxy contest (Sayigh, 2014: 1). The Arab 

Spring began in December in 2010 in Tunisia, when the population protested against the 

oppression they had been exposed to under the rule of president Zine al-Abidine Ben 

Ali. The demonstrations in Tunisia triggered other oppressed states in the Middle East 

and North African region and long-time regimes such as Syria, Libya, Yemen and 

Egypt also experienced protests (Yahia &  Butler, 2015: 604). The demonstrations along 

with Syrian President Assad’s failed economic reforms and transformations was the 

starting point to the civil war in Syria, which still continues until this day (Wimmen, H, 

2016:3).  

  Initaially, the cause of the civil war was the division between Shia- and 

Sunni muslims in Syria which split Syria in two parts. Syrian Sunnis opposed Assad and 

developed to a non-sectarian approach. However, there are still a significant numbers of 

Sunnis Muslims that supports the regime and most evidence implies that Assad’s failed 

economical transformation over the last decade is the primary reason for the civil war 

(Wimmen,2016:3). 

  The war has now gone from a regional affair to an international affair. One 

of the international countries that have put an extra focus on the war in Syria is Russia, 

which has openly offered a shield to president Assad in Syria. The Arab Spring was a 

regional affair, thus it is considered being controversial for international powers to make 

strategic moves within the area. After a G8 summit in Damaskus in 2013, the 

international community isolated Russia (Allison, 2013: 795). The Russian position in 

the conflict has not only been questioned by the West but also by most Arab and 

Muslim states. When the Arab League imposed sanctions on Syria for Assad’s brutality, 

Russian officials refused to support their actions, which was loathed by the Arab 

League (Allison, 2013:799). Bassma Kodmani, an expert on relations within the Middle 

East and former spokesman for the Syrian National Council says “the war in Syria was 

seen as a regional affair between Iran and Saudi Arabia-Turkey-Qatar, but now it is a 

bigger game between Russia and the West.” (Leonard, 2014: 24) 
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Russia has since then openly supported and given aid to the Assad regime. 

Western sources interpret the Russian actions as a counterbalance to the American 

power and influence in the Middle East (Sayigh, 2014: 3). Russia has experienced 

consequences in terms of sanctions for their actions. The United State and the Obama 

administration froze their assets and imposed travel ban on one hundreds of Putin’s 

closest men. Nonetheless, in order to hit Kremlin where it hurts, the West put sanctions 

on Russian oil and gas (Ashford, 2016: 114). Additionally, China which is another great 

power that has also shown its interest in the war. Russia and China, both permanent 

members of the United Nations Security Council (UNSC) used their veto the 4th 

February 2012 to reject the suggestion to oust the Syrian president Assad and his 

regime. The vote was to stop the violence against the opposition in Syria. Both China 

and Russia have given Syrias army extra military training and equipment (Jenkins, 

2016: 23). 

Russia’s motives for entering Syria on September 30th in 2015 has been 

widely discussed. Why did Kremlin decide to intervene? Is it soley to restore the 

Russian power that got lost during the Gorbachev-Yeltsin era (Valenta & Valenta, 

2016:1). 

 
1.1 Research problem 

Regarding the outcome of Russias foreign policy decisions, the research problem is 

concerned with Russia’s entry into the Syrian Wivil War. It aims to describe Russia’s 

actions and intends to explain the understanding of the Russian foreign policy within the 

subject. Why did Russia decide to enter Syria? Did they have legimate reasons to 

involve themselves in other states affairs? Who or what made the decision for Russias 

involvement? This interest leads to the issue of the paper, which is to find out the 

reasons why or what made Russia enter into to war.  Russia is always an interesting 

country to study regarding foreign policy. The country’s close geographic connection 

with the West and the tension between Eastern and Western politics since the cold war 

make Russin an interesting subject to analyse. 

The research problem is scientifically interesting due to Russias foreign 

policy and its changes to a more aggressive approach towards the Syrian civil war. The 

crisis in Syria is not calming down and Russia’s continued support for Assad causes 
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speculation and problems. The conflict that once was seen as a regional conflict 

between Iran and Saudi-Arabia-Turkey-Qatar is now seen as a bigger conflict between 

Russia and the West (Leonard, 2015:24). This is intresting reading to the research, due 

to the possibilities to see for what reasons Russia has decided to enter Syria. Is it Putin, 

Kremlin or the international search for power that is behind the reason for Russia’s 

strategic actions? While analysing Russia’s activities it is important to analyze both the 

internal and external factors to see which has had a greater impact on their policies. 

Once the internal and external factors are found one can analyse the impact that they 

have had on Russia’s foreign policy and what factor or factors that has the most impact. 

It is interesting to analyse the internal and external factors on three levels, firstly on 

Putin, secondly on Kremlin and thirdly the world politics. The East-West tensions and 

Putin’s decisions to support the Assad regime can be that Putin never experienced 

democracy, since he never expereied democracy himself. He turn Russia from a 

promising demoracy into a semi-dictaorship. When studying Russia’s foreign policy 

towards Syria as a case study, it gives the possibility to explain why Russia has acted 

the way it has. With the help of the three theories, the analyze of the paper can highlight 

new characteristics on foreign policy decsions.  

 

1.2 Aim and purpose 

This paper aims at examining the ways of Russia’s foreign policy and the decision-

making toward the Syrian civil war.  

The Russian foreign policy is going to be analysed on three different 

levels: (1) on an individual level: (2) on a bureaucratic level and: (3) on an international 

level. The purpose is to make a case study and analyze with the help of the three 

theories to see the motives behind the Russian decision of supporting the Assad regime. 

Henceforth has the aim resulted into three research questions that are;  

 

(I) What motives does Putin have to enter Syria? 

(II) What was Kremlin’s interest in entering the Syrian civil war?  

(III) What course of action does prosper Russia foreign policy to support the Assad 

regime?  

 

Foreign policy differs: which is why each research question refers to one of the three 

theories used in the study. Putin as the main decision-maker has the last word on 
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Russia’s decisions regarding foreign policy. Later it is interesting to compare Putin, 

Kremlin and the international political power arena with these research questions to get 

an understanding of Russian foreign policy regarding Syria.  

 

1.3 Disposition  

This research paper is divided into five parts. The first chapter holds the introduction, 

research problem and aim and purpose of the study. The introduction gives the reader a 

short outline about the subject and adequate information to understand the research 

problem, the purpose of the paper and the research questions. The second chapter 

present the methodological approaches of the paper. It discusses the method, the 

material and has a critical discussion concerning the material. It also discusses the 

research design used in the study. The third chapter introduces the theoretical appraoch. 

It explains and discusses three different theories, which wil be used through the study. 

This part is important for the reader since all the empirical data is presented here and it 

is important for the understanding of the next part of the paper. In the fourth chapter the  

analyze will be presented and analyzed with the theories and research question. The 

analyse will be presented and analyzed with the  theories and research questions. The 

analysis will present the result of the study’s research questions. The fifth and last 

chapter in the study, a conclusion will be presented, where the paper is summerized 

means that the paper is summarized and the result are once again presented in a short 

and clear manner.  
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2 Method  
This chapter present and discuss the methodlogical design of the study. The chapter 

opens with  the case study’s research design, the metholdogical basis for this paper. The 

choice of methodigcal approach is presented, why it has been choosen and how it will 

used throughout the study. The material will then be presented and dicussed critically. 

The last part of this chapter will discuss and explain delimitations of the study.   

 

2.1 Research design  

The aim of the study is to analyze Russias reasons of involvement in the Syrian civil 

war. Therefore will the research design of the study be of an explaning and theory 

consuming character. The theory consuming design for this research paper has been 

chosen because the paper intends to use already existing theories that will be used on 

emperical data. Theory consuming characters focus on one case, exactly like this case 

study purpose is to do. Using this approach for the paper will narrow the theoretical 

framework. That will give the paper the possibility to discover and explain why Russia 

has acted in certain ways and who made the decision behind their actions. Furthermore, 

theory consuming approach is considered to be the best course of action for this 

research paper because the paper is trying to explain and create a deeper understanding 

behind the decision-making of Russias foreign policy. This approach will guide the 

researcher to find explanatory factors and come to a conclusion with the aim and 

research questions. Moreover, theory consuming character will help the paper to get 

qualitative features, which is needed in order to foucs on specific factors. The 

methodology will then have a clear solely focus on the case throughout the paper to 

achive the aim of this study, which is also the reason why already exsiting theories are 

used as analyctic framework for the context in this study (Esaiasson et al., 2012: 41-42; 

Bryman, 2002: 341).    

 

2.2 Methodological understandings  

Russia’s foreign policy will be examined with the help of three existing theories and 

three different research questions, which make this paper into a qualitative case study. A 

qualitative study as the methodological approach for this paper is an advantage due to 

the purpose and aim of the study, which through the method will get a deeper level of 
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understanding, thus focuses upon different aspects within the same context (Esaiasson 

et al, 2012: 223-224). There are risks with using a qualitsitve method, the most 

prominent being the problem of subjectivity. It is almost inevitable not to be subjective 

in the analysis of a case study (Esaiasson et al, 2012: 225-226). It is important for the 

researcher to know about the risk and make sure to use sources with credibility to avoid 

subjectivity in the research.    

Due to the fact that this paper is a case study, it will examines causal 

relations mechanisms in individual cases. In this case it examines the Russian motive 

for their foreign policy regarding Syria (Bennet & George, 2005:21). Case studies are 

much stronger at identifying whether and how a vaiable will matter to an outcome then 

assessing how much it mattered (Bennet & George, 2005: 25).  

The method and logic of a case study lies in its structure and focus. Its 

structure comes from the general question of the research. The general question in this 

paper is, as mention earlier, to examine the Russian foreign policy and its decision to 

enter the Syrian civil war by providing support for Assad and his regime. The 

importance of a case study is to examine a historical event, which this paper does. It is 

historical since Russia entered Syria in 2013 (Bennet & George, 2005:67). Since the 

study of this paper will be of qualitative character, Russia’s foreign policy will be 

analysed with the help of exsiting theories.  

The critique against case studies is that there is a problem of choosing a 

specific case, selection bias. The researcher struggles with subjectivity and the selection 

bias. Biased cases can also arise from the fact that some cases are more accessible than 

others. Choosing Russia’s foreign policy as a case study can be problematic since 

mostly western information is available in our search engines (Bennet & George, 2005: 

23). 

A strength with choosing case study as a methodological approach in this 

study is that it allows the researcher to get a high level of conceptual validity. It is very 

common in case studies to take detailed consideration of contextual factors, which is 

difficult to do with statistical studies. Case study is chosen for this paper since it aims to 

research decision-making, which would be difficult with statistical studies.  Variables 

such as democracy and power is difficult to measure since it has a very different 

meaning in different cultures, as democracy means one thing in Sweden and another in 

Russia. Thus most researchers compare the context in the analysis, which they do with a 

detailed consideration of contextual factors (Bennet & George, 2005:19). 
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Furthermore, the study uses the congruence method as an analytic tool. 

The motivation for this methodological choice is the essential characteristics of the 

method:  to assess its ability to explain and predict the outcome of a single case (Bennet 

& Geroge, 2005: 181). Also, the method does not require that the researcher have to 

trace the casual process that leads the independent variable to the case outcome, which 

mean that the method does not need to use a great deal of data about the particular case 

being studied. This will favour the paper due to the fact that it will use already existing 

theories, which all requires the study of independent and dependent variables along with 

their differences. The rational choice is to take a form out of an empirical 

generalization. In the congruence method the consistency between prediction and the 

case outcome may not be meaningful. Since the congruence method is flexible and 

adaptable, it can easily contribute to existing theories in a case study which this paper 

intends to do. Additionally, the congruence method is a good analytic tool for a case 

study, since it validate the use of the method for this paper (Bennet & George, 

2005:181-182). 

 

2.3 Material 

The material used throughput this paper has varied. The collected material has come 

from different scientifically aricales, literature and Interent searach engines. The 

material used for the study’s methodology and the theoretical framework are taken from 

literature are mainly primary sources to obtain a high level of legitimicy through the 

paper. The secondary sources in the paper have been used to support and develop the 

argument from the primary sources. Relevant Internet sources used to collect the 

material for the paper has been taken from internet stores as Google Scholar, OneSearch 

and J-store. 

          The subjectivity problem will be taken into consideration and all material 

is critically examined and put in as objective as possible (Bennet & George, 2005:51). 

This is mainly done to strengthen the legitimacy of the paper. Since the aim of the paper 

is to analyse Russia and their entry into Syria and this is a present happening it will be 

more challangeing to find strong and legitimate primary sources, since there is limited 

research done about the area. There will be sources from both East and West used in the 

research to keep it legitimate and objective. Nevertheless, there are a lot of articles 

written about the subject and the process of elimination in that material has been done 
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with great thoughtfulness.  Moreover, another problem with sourece criticism it that  

much of the material about Russia can be interpreted as subjective. Since the paper also 

uses the official Russian State webpage is also that material taken in with great caution. 

In the selection of resources, potential bias has been assessed, and in obvious subjective 

cases there has been a complementary source to maintain a high level of legitimacy in 

theresearch.    

2.4 Delimitations  

As in any research paper there is need for limitation. This research study focus on the 

event on a macro-perspective, since it will favour the aim which is to examine the 

reason or reasons Russia decided to enter into the Syrian crisis. It is crucial to use 

delimitations to be able to go through with this research. Since the civil war in Syria is 

still active, it is important to use a final date to simplify the research. The study will 

focus upon events between January 1st 2011 to November 1st 2016. The reason for 

choosing 2011 is due to the start of the Arab Spring and the start of the civil war in 

Syria, only then the study can observe Russian foreign policy toward Syria. The choice 

of ending the limitation in the end of 2016 is because the study for this research paper 

began at that time. To simplify the process of writing, an end date is a must in order not 

to get new reports, data or information about the conflict, that can affect the result of the 

study. Finally, the chapter on previous research will be limited to the time period from 

the fall of the Soviet Union to November 1st 2016.   
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3  Theory 
This chapter will present this research papers theoretical framework. Firstly, previous 

research will be presented and the concept of foreign policy analysis is introduced to 

give a greater understanding for the rest of the theory. Secondly, the theory is presented 

where it describe and define the research three theories. The theoretical framework is 

using three different theories to provide a comprehensive analysis on the subject to get a 

valid result as possible from the research. The theoretical framework is the groundwork 

for the analytical approach.  

 

3.1 Previous research 

The aim of this case study is to analyse Russian foreign policy and its policies towards 

Syria. This chapter will present both research on foreign policy analysis and Russian 

foreign policy and policies towards Syria. 

  

3.1.1 Foreign policy analysis 
Foreign policy is an interesting subject to investigate and therefore there is a lot of 

previous research on foreign policy analysis. 

Realism as a tool for analysing foreign policy is very common since 

realism is the foundational school and theory of international politics. The theory of 

realism seeks to explain foreign policy through a groupism, egoism and power-centrism 

perspective, especially power because it is the central feature of politics (Wohlforth, 

2008:32). There are different schools of realism. The most common when studying 

realism is neoclassical realism, classical realism and offensive realism (Wohlforth, 

2008:34-35).  

A second theory used for analyzing foreign policy is liberalism. The 

liberalist theory in regard to foreign policy seek to find freedom and that the state is 

subjective to neither external nor internal authority. Moreover, a liberal state should 

own its own property and no bureaucracy should control a state economy. An open 

concept of laissez-faire is fundamental since an open market is a good foreign policy for 

any state since it establishes peace among states (Doyle W.M, 2008:51).   
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A third and prominent theory within foreign policy analysis is 

constructivism. Three main factors contribute to foreign policy. There are bureaucracy, 

decision-making and the impact of international society on the foreign policy practice of 

states. The social construction is given a great deal of space in the analysis of every 

constructivist. National bureaucracy is and has always been central to foreign policy 

analysis. With all right, foreign ministers, departments, international trade and ministers 

of defence play a crucial role in the decision-making of the foreign policy of states. A 

constructivist analyse the decision-making of the bureaucracy from the impact of social 

constructions (Checkel, 2008:74).  

Further studies within foreign policy analysis has focused on the 

individual leader and his or hers psychological state of mind. The theory of the 

individual decision-maker is analysing the personal characteristic and perceptions of the 

leader. In addition to analysing the leader, one must analyse the type of regime the state 

has and if the leader has a particular interest in foreign policy (Hudson, 2007: 37-38). 

Another prominent theory is the analysis of culture and national identity. The identity of 

foreign policy is culture and national identity. No researcher could overlook the impact 

culture and national identity had during the cold war; the two theories dominated the 

domestic motivation during the cold war era. Also, Samuel Huntington suggests that 

most conflicts in the world have cultural roots. The two perspectives are therefore 

important for the research done on foreign policy (Hudson, 2007: 103-104). 

 

3.1.2 Russian foreign policy 

 In the research of Russian foreign policy, most of the research is focused on the East 

and West divide. Robert Donaldsson and Joseph Nogee discuss the Russian policy both 

towards East and West in their book The Foreign Policy of Russia: changing systems, 

enduring interest. Donaldsson and Nogee start to analyse the downfall of the Soviet 

Union in 1991, how it changed the ways and structures of the international system. The 

end of the cold war meant new alliances. The Soviet and the US who had previously 

been rivals became partners. The first two new leaders of the Russian Republic, Michail 

Gorbachev and Boris Jeltsin began a genuine attempt to build new relations with the 

US. The changes in the foreign policy between Soviet and Russia were that Gorbchev 

and Jelstin abandoned the ideology of two conflicting political systems. The Russian 

economy was also in a crisis in the beginning of the 1990’s. Foreign aid was essential. 

The new alliance with the West was necessary and in the best interest for the Russian 
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republic (Donaldsson & Nogee, 2009: 218-219). Russia’s foreign policy enhanced, they 

saw economic potential for its own manufactures and consumers in imported goods 

from Africa, Asia and Latin America (Donaldsson & Nogee, 2009: 271). Donaldsson 

and Nogee continue to discuss the enhancement that Russia did, especially the one to 

the Far East, China. This is what Putin would call a strategic partnership. This new 

alliance between the two the great states got the world’s attention.  

After the terror attack on World Trade Center in 2001, Russia showed its 

partner in the West, the U.S., that their alliance still was in place. Russia let U.S. troops 

fly over Russian air space in order to get to former Soviet states to get closer the Middle 

East. This favour complicated things for Russian foreign policy with China. China did 

not appreciate the favour that Russia did for the U.S. and Russia’s foreign policy 

became problematic when they had to alter their balance of power to the US 

(Donaldsson, & Nogee, 2009: 279). 

 

3.1.3 Foreign policy towards Syria 
There is limited literature written about Russia’s foreign polices toward the Syrian civil 

war, but numerous scientifically articles have been written about the subject. One book 

written by Nikolay Kozhanov, Russia and the Syrian Conflict: Moscow's Domestic, 

Regional and Strategic Interests lays attention on both Putin and Russia’s interest in 

Syria. Not since the fall of the Soviet Union has Moscow demonstrated such 

stubbornness toward defending a Middle Eastern partner as in the case of Syria and 

Syrian president Assad. During Yeltsin’s presidency Moscow had almost forgotten 

about the Middle East. Putin changed that. He quickly started to travel to Middle 

Eastern and non-Western states to establish good relations and cooperation especially 

with the Islamic world (Kozhanov, 2016: 7-9). Putin’s presidency has emphasised on 

strengthening its relations with the Middle East. Two distinct ways of strengthen 

Russian soft power has been through broadcasting the Russian TV channel “Russia 

today”, not just in Syria, but all over the Middle East and a huge increase of Russian 

export market to the Islamic world (Kozhanov, 2016: 10).  

Putin’s diplomatic skills would be tested. The Arab Spring followed in 

2011 and created a lot of difficulties for Moscow. Putin received critique from several 

Middle Eastern states that Russia only used them as a playground for games with the 

West. The Middle Eastern states felt that Russia did not pay attention to what was 

happening in their region.  Another difficulty for Russia and Putin was that their foreign 

policy was missing both direction and credibility. This changed relatively fast. Falling 
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regimes as a result of the Arab Spring gave Moscow a second chance to build good 

diplomatic relations from scratch with new authorities in several Middle Eastern states 

(Kozhanov, 2016: 21-22).  

 

3.2 Cognitive theory: Political psychology 

The individual theory will illustrate the meaning of an individual person, in this study 

Vladimir Putin, in shaping his country’s foreign policy. The theory will analyse if 

Russia would have the same foreign policy whether Putin or Gorbachev were in control 

of the power. 

  Political psychology is an application of what is known about human 

psychology and then applied to the study of politics. It addresses political phenomena 

such as political socialization, mass political behaviour, individual leadership, 

international conflict, foreign policy and decision-making (Levy, 2003: 3).  

In the study of foreign policy the analysis of cognitive theory building is a 

rather new approach.  The theoretical framework studies the mind of a decision-maker, 

and his conception of the world around him. Every person is assumed to have an 

operational code, which gives him or her his or her personal and fundamental 

assumption on how the real world works. A person makes his or hers decision based on 

their perception on the world. Therefore a person is disinclined to take in information 

that does not match their fundamental perception. 

The problem is what level of significance one person’s design on foreign 

policy has. Would the policy of a nation be the same with a different decision-maker? 

(Tallberg & Gustavsson, 2014: 271) The decision-maker approach is one of the most 

common ways when analysing foreign policy with political psychology. The approaches 

of the decision-maker center the study to the political elite, their conception on national 

interest, domestic political context and their definition on the current “situation” on 

world politics (Levy, 2003: 258). The perception of the decision-maker is essential, but 

the perception of other actors is also important. That two decision-makers have the 

same perception does not guarantee that they will have the same response to a policy. 

Often they do, but when they do not, it is usually easy to find the causes of difference 

between the decision-makers (Jervis, 1976: 32).  

Even though the theory is focused on the behaviour of one decision-

maker, it is still important to study other decision-makers and decisions of nation-states 

since it effects the decision of the individual leader. The individual leader must observe 
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the behaviour of others to predict their actions to be able to counter any harmful 

policies. Even if other policies do not harm the individual leader and his state, he must 

still observe the behaviour of others and other states to tailor his actions accordingly 

(Jervis, 1976: 32). A conflict with the perception of a decision-maker is that his or hers 

perception can change under certain circumstances. A leader may consider how he will 

act during a nuclear attack for example, but when the attack occurs, he changes his 

policies. There are several reasons for this type of change; (1) the decision-maker may 

misjudge his own emotions regarding a surprising event; (2) which may result in him 

changing his values and goals; (3) he may not act in the way he think if the context of 

the event differ from his first perception; (4) the domestic perception may change if the 

event differs from what was originally expected. A decision-maker does not always 

know how he will react to certain events. Moreover, it will be difficult for an individual 

leader to predict another decision-makers or other states action. The ability to predict 

actions of other decision-makers for shaping ones own foreign policy is challenging. It 

is easier to analyse the perception and predict the outcome of other decision-makers 

(Jervis, 1976:55-57).  To argue that the international system will determines a leader or 

a states behaviour is to assert that all states would react the same way to a external 

situation. Changes in domestic decision-making and in leaders personality do not 

guarantee changes of the states or the leaders policies. However, changes in the external 

situation do alter behaviour (Jervis. 1976: 18). 

 

3.3 Bureaucratic politics  

The second theory, the bureaucratic level will exemplify the impact and influence of 

state officials and the administration on Russia’s foreign policy. The emphasis of the 

theory on the responsibility of the politicians for Russia’s foreign policy and that they 

are not the real experts. Bureaucratic politics aiming at explaining the competition 

between diplomats, ministers and leading military wanting their authority, department 

or weaponry to get a prominent role in the foreign policy of its country. 

  To understand bureaucratic decisions it is important to understand that a 

government is not an individual. It is not just a president and his entourage or a 

president and the congress. A bureaucratic decision is made from a vast conglomerate of 

loosely allied organizations, each playing an equal important role and contributes to the 

life of the organization. The formality of a government is usually that government 

leaders are at the top of the conglomerate. The main task for the government is to 
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analyse and process information. Further important tasks are to control that each 

organization of the government handle their problems and assignments and the 

consequences of their decisions. Each organization has its own specialty and particular 

tasks that it preforms. The leader only intervenes when necessary, but rarely with 

precise control. Even though each organization of a government is not a large number of 

individuals, it stills needs coordination. Coordination is essential to act according to the 

standard procedures of how things are done. Coordination is also required to get 

reliability of performance of the action of an organization (Zelikow, Allison, 1999: 

143).  

An organization will therefore act differently from an individual when 

understanding and dealing with the problems of foreign affairs. In bureaucratic power 

one never mentions one individual decision, but rather the explanation of the behaviour 

and purpose of the organization. This means that the practice of the organization is 

judged as a group instead as of one individual. Firstly, the definition of an organization 

is a group of individuals assembled in regular ways, in which they create structures and 

procedures for specialist labour, to perform a mission or achieve an objective. The 

definition of an organization does not include a group that informally meets for a 

temporary event. Secondly, the goal of the organizations is to achieve tasks that would 

be impossible for a single individual to reach. The only way to accomplish the goal is 

that every person within the organization does what he or she are specialised in. Adam 

Smith called this specialising according to function. Smith realized that for efficiency 

and result an organization must act in a specialized routine that creates greater results 

than what an individual could make. Thirdly, organizations have their programs and 

routines in which their behaviour is decided. If an organization gets a new program it 

will address it toward doing whatever they do. Fourthly, all organizations create an 

informal culture within their organization. The culture shapes the behaviour of the 

individuals and give new individuals the same norms and as the rest of the organization 

has. The result is that the organization becomes an entity with its own character and 

momentum. Fifthly, organizations are less analogous to individuals then technology 

(Alison & Zelikow, 1999: 145-146). 

Modern society is accompanied by more and more complex organization 

as development is advancing. The organizations of a government need to cooperate 

since many of their tasks involve handling dangerous material and perform dangerous 

operation that could be of great risk to human life. No organization handles these 
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problems by itself. It is a collaborate work. The specialised organization is in control 

while the others assist (Allison & Zelikow, 1999: 147).  

Max Weber’s definition of bureaucracy is that a bureaucracy is a fully 

developed political community in the modern state and in the modern economy; only in 

the most advanced institutions of capitalism. Weber was a firm believer of hierarchy. 

There could not be an existing bureaucracy without hierarchy. The system is arranged in 

different levels of hierarchy.  This system is especially important in states. It does not 

mean that “higher” office ranks can take over the “lower” office ranks. The opposite is 

the rule. An organization is supposed to establish and fulfill its own task and continues 

with their assignment even if they are on a different level of hierarchy (Rourke, FE, 

1965: 5, Weber).  

Bureaucratic organizations have an advantage over other organization; the 

advantage is the technical superiority that prevails within the bureaucracy and 

bureaucratic administration. When the establishment of routine, administration, 

hierarchy, cooperation and culture is established the organization is an established 

bureaucracy. An established bureaucracy is one of the hardest social structures to 

destroy which gives it power as an instrument to the one who controls the bureaucratic 

machinery, usually the head of state (Rourke, FE, 1965: 8, Weber).  

 

3.4 Political Realism  

The third and last theory will show Russia’s policies regarding the current situation in 

the international political arena. Further, the theory will explain why states act the way 

they do. It is implies that states have specific rules, laws and norms in the international 

community that they should follow. In many cases this is ignored and states act in a 

vested interest to gain more influence or power in the international community 

(Gustavsson & Tallberg, 2014:271-273). 

  Realism is the view of international relations and international politics, 

and most importantly, all theory of realism puts power in the center of the analysis in 

international politics. Nation states in the international sphere are considered to be the 

main actors of the competitive and conflictual part in international relations and in 

international politics. International organizations, multinational businesses and other 

actors do not get any focus in the theory of realism of international politics. Power and 

states is the focus of the analysis in realism. The international system, are a system of 

anarchy where every state is isolated and has no one to turn to for help. International 
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politics, like all politics, is considered being a goal and struggle for power.  Whatever 

the ultimate aim is in international politics, power is always the immediate aim 

(Morgenthau, 1993: 29). When talking about power in politics, it is important that the 

power exercise over others is legitimate. There is four ways to make a distinctions of 

power and illegitimate power: (1) power and influence, (2) power and force, (3) usable 

and unusable power and (4) legitimate and illegitimate power. Legitimate power is 

morally and legally justified (Morgenthau, 1993: 32).  The foremost strength of the 

theory of realism is its capacity to explain the relations of international politics with 

basic concepts. Political realism is ascertains facts and gives them meaning through 

reason. Foreign policy can only be determined through an examination of political acts. 

But examination is not enough, a realist must use a certain level of rationality to give 

meaning to the factual material of foreign policy of a political reality (Morgenthau, 

1993: 4-5). 

The international system is anarchic; no states can trust on each other. 

This means that military power will have a focus in states. No states will or can survive 

without military power, but the military power creates a problem. It is difficult to assess 

if other states uses their power for offensive or defensive reasons. This problem will 

mostly lead to a battle of military resources between states to protect oneself from its 

neighbour. The spiral of new military resources is called the security dilemma. A state 

could even go as far as starting a strategic war to show its power on other states before 

they develop a capacity to defend themselves. With these kinds of actions states shows 

its superior powers and intimidates its opponents with power. The system of anarchy 

between states lead to individual security but a collective insecurity. The security 

dilemma could only be stopped if there is an existing balance of power. The theory of 

realism explains the Cold War between the US and Russia as a balance of power. 

Balance of power means that states observe each other and refurbish its own military 

after the investments of the other states. (Gustavsson &Tallberg, 2014: 57, Hall). 

International politics like all politics is a struggle for power. Whatever the 

aim is for one state, the ultimate aim is always more power. Theory of realism has 

always found it urgent to study the relations between super powers or great powers. 

Even if the international system of states is set in an anarchy structure, the international 

politics is arranged and determined by the great power and its actions (Moregnthau, 

1993: 29).  
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The new realism, neorealism, is on the same reasoning as realism. 

Neorealism focuses more on the concept of structure. It focuses upon the structures of 

states that determine the variation of the outcome. The calculation and behaviour of 

states determine their interactions and can cause variation in the system of structures. If 

the number of great powers varies significantly the structures will differ. The structure 

of anarchy is based on the balance of the great powers and their interaction in 

international politics (Walts, 2008: 74).  Traditional realism has power as a center in 

their theory, neorealism do not. They see power as a concept to define the 

characteristics of structures. Power in the neorealist theory is the combined capability of 

the state (Walts, 2008: 79). Waltz conclusions are that the international system is a 

structure of units (states). How these units are assembled into a whole is what 

determines the structure in the international system and from that whole structure you 

get states actions. States will always act on their own in an anarchy for power political 

gain (Gustavsson & Tallberg, 2014: 56, Hall).  
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4 Analysis 
This chapter will analyze Russia and the reasons for their entry in to Syria. The 

theoretical framework will work as an analytic tool for this chapter. This chapter’s first 

part will analyse Vladimir Putin, the decision-maker of the Russian state.  The second 

part will analyze Kremlin, the Russian bureaucracy and official government. Lastly, the 

third part of this chapter will analyse the international system, its current situation and 

how Russia’s decision is effected and based upon the power ranks in the Political world 

order.  

 

4.1 Cognitive theory: Political Psychology  

Vladimir Putin, leader and president of the Russian Federation are the decision-maker in 

this case study. The analyze is limited to the mind and perception of the decision-maker. 

Putin has since he took over the presidency over one and half decade ago, done 

numerous changes to Russian politics and its foreign policy. Putin felt that Russia lost 

its status after the Soviet crash in 1991; he famously called the collapsed of the USSR 

as “the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the twentieth century” (Putin, 2005). The 

crash of the Soviet Union left behind a legacy of disastrous economy, massive 

corruption, a weak state, shoddy military, an undefined national identity and rebellious 

regions. Boris Jeltsin was the first president of the Russian Federation. One of Yeltsins 

first goals for the new state was to end the planned communist economy, meaning new 

liberal reforms. He did not just want to change the system of communism; he wanted to 

overthrow it (Desai, 2005: 91). The economic failures as a result from the collapse of 

the USSR was also one reason for Yeltsins new reforms, he needed support and aid 

from both the U.S. and IMF. From 1992 to 1998 had Yeltsin’s new reforms already led 

a trouble economy to the ruble’s meltdown (Desai, 1005: 94)? By 1998, the oligarch 

controlled much of Russia. It was not the economic reforms that led to the rubles 

meltdown; it was Yeltin’s failure to customize a western system into Russia. At 1999, 
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Yeltsin appoints Putin as Prime minister and within a year, Putin is the President of the 

Russian Federation.  

The hunt for a great power status has been anything than easy for Putin to 

restore to Russia. Russia’s undemocratic tendencies have often withheld the Wests 

recognition from seeing Russia as a great power  (Hutcheson, Petersson, 2016: 1110). 

Putin declared when taking up his first presidency that ‘the state has to be 

strong, but it has become weak’ (Putin, 2000). Putin has since then acted accordingly. 

His first two presidential terms were ruled by concepts as dictatorship of the law and 

sovereign democracy (Anderman et al. 2007:31).  Even in 2008 when he stepped aside 

for his handpicked successor, Dimitri Medvedev, Putin continued to rule Russia as an 

unusually powerful prime minister. At the end of Medvedev’s presidential term he 

stepped aside for his mentor and Putin could once again rule Russia under his influence 

(Hutcheson, Petersson, 2016: 1111)? Putin’s third time as president showed to be more 

challenging. Putin who during his first two terms had high support in Russia started the 

get falling numbers in new reports. The falling numbers is seen as the cause of the 

change in foreign policy in 2014. The crisis in Ukraine and Crimea resulted in a more 

belligerent Russian foreign policy. Russia started to act more assertive and admitted 

Crimea to the Russian federation, which created the biggest crisis between Russia and 

the West since the cold war.  Russia abandoned any pretence of partnership with the 

West: a new more aggressive foreign policy from Putin was set for a foreseeable future 

(Hutcheson, Petersson, 2016: 1113), (Putin, 2014).  

Based on falling numbers of support to Putin in his third presidency, one 

can argue that Crimea only is a strategic foreign policy move for gaining power. One 

can draw similarity for Putin’s more aggressive foreign policy towards Crimea to his 

policy in Syria a few years later. Not since the USSR has Moscow defended a partner as 

they have with Assad and Syria (Kozhanov. N, 2016:1). The Arab Spring was an 

economical damage for Russia and its ties to the Middle East. Based on the Russian 

involvement in Crimea, Putin’s falling support and economical loses one can explain 

Putin’s decision to support the Assad regime as a power move against the West, which 

makes Putin’s foreign policy to lose its credibility (Kozhanov. N, 2016:21). Putin’s 

foreign policy towards Syria and the Middle East became a partnership for security 

reason. After the Crimea conflict, Putin needed to reduce his security threats since the 

Ukraine crisis caused a confrontation with the West (Kozhanov. N, 2016:38).  

 Syria has been Russia’s top foreign policy priority the last couple of years. 
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Russia opposes the West want to replace Assad. Putin insist on supporting Assad for 

continued existing Syrian state structures and institutions. Putin also want Assad to 

share some power with the opposition for a healthy state relations. Putin’s main reason 

for opposing the West is that he believes that replacing Assad will turn Syria into 

another Libya. According to Putin, is Assad the only one who can guarantee the Syrian 

state and their military institution enough integrity to fight the Islamic State (IS)? The 

difference between Moscow and Putin is that Moscow can see a possibility where Assad 

gets replaced in the future (Kozhanov. N, 2016:66-67).  

 Russia’s journey from national humiliation caused by the collapse of 

USSR to global recognition as a rising super power once again has been the result from 

Putin’s foreign policy decisions (Kalb, 2015: 11). It is a short way between Ukraine and 

Syria. Taking away the focus from Ukraine and focusing it on “peacekeeping” in Syria 

has given Putin his popularity back, which is a smart and strategic move from Putin. 

Putin is proving with the case of Syria that military power can get you political 

advantage, forcing the Ukraine crisis of the front pages. Putin cannot do anything about 

Western sanctions, lowering the oil prices, but he can do something about Syria; a way 

to retain his hold on power. In his speech on Sept. 28, he all but taunted the West for 

failing to stop the terror organisation IS on the war in Syria. “It’s not about Russia’s 

ambitions but recognition of the fact that we can no longer tolerate the current state of 

affairs in the world,” he said. Within two days Putin acted, using not only words but 

also military force (Kalb, 2015: 12).   

  As previously mentioned, after the collapse of the USSR, Russia found 

itself in a fundamentally new position in the world order. The country went from a great 

power, to economical bankruptcy and little influence in the world except from its 

closest neighbours. Russia started to receive beneficiary aid from the West, which the 

Russian elite had difficulty to accepts since the new situation for Russia was 

humiliating. Putin’s main goal during the last 16 years has been to form a new great 

power, similar to the Soviet one, to once again receive great power status. The process 

has not been without difficulty, Russia’s new foreign policies have been somewhat 

radical and that has created a complicated process (Anderman et al. 2007:31).  

  In a speech to the federal Assembly of the Russian Federation Putin 

“Russian foreign policy will in the future be organized in a strictly pragmatic way, 

based on our capabilities and national interests” (Anderman et al. 2007:30) Putin has 

clearly been using both the foreign policy for domestic interest as well as pursuing 
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Russia’s global interests (Schumacher.T, Nitoui.C, 2015:97). 

  According to Boris Nemstov, an opposition to Putin and his party, Putin 

believes that Russia needs a healthy market economy, but “unfortunately he doesn’t 

believe that Russia needs a democracy too” (Desai, 2005: 102). 

  From Putin’s official page at Kremlin he claim “Judo teaches self-control, 

the ability to feel the moment, to see the opponent’s strengths and weaknesses, to strive 

for the best results. I am sure you will agree that these are essential abilities and skills 

for any politician.”  Seeing the Wests or mainly the U.S weakness in 2013 gave him the 

opportunity to gain access in Syria. Putin is a fighter and this shows in his political 

moves. They are strategic and planned based on the opponent’s strength and 

weaknesses, in order for him to provide the best possible outcome for Russia. Another 

quote from Putin’s official page is; “If I do something, I try to see it through to its 

completion, or at least try to ensure that it brings the maximum result.”  (Kremlin, 

2016) It is without doubt the policymaking Putin is implementing on the Syrian case. 

Why is Putin insistently given Syria his support? On the surface it look like its good 

business exporting arms to Syria and Putin gets access to the port of Tartu’s on the 

Mediterranean sea, these are only symbolic interest. A more believable reason is Putin’s 

fear of a Syrian state collapse. Putin is afraid of another Chechnya, the civil war that 

went on for Putin’s first ten years in office. He will do anything to avoid that situation; 

he has at several different interviews expressed his fear for Islamic extremist to take 

over.  

Moreover, that is Putin’s main reason for supporting the U.S. in 

combatting the Talibans in Afghanistan after 9/11. The fear of a Jihadist takeover or a 

scenario that would hurt Russia is worse than having another Cold War with the West. 

Putin would eliminate that threat or at least bring it down to their knees, exactly which 

he instead to do with the Syrian rebels (Hill, 2013: 2). Putin’s decision to support Assad 

has not seem to been successful, but he is not the one to back down as the “loosing 

team”. He know his support to Assad has hurt his relations with other state in the 

Middle East and the West, but he needs to follow through on his decision to support 

Assad since he is a firm believer that Assad is the only one that can control the Syrian 

state (Hill, 2013: 3).  
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4.2 Bureaucratic politics 

The Russian bureaucratic machine has been in constant change since Putin took over the 

presidency seventeen years ago. It should not come as any surprise that Putin wanted a 

bureaucratic change after the political fiascos that Russia experienced during the 1990’s.  

Putin took over in a time with political instability and a Russia in change. New 

structures and order had to be implemented in the new state. Putin pushed for an 

ambitious series of reform to reclaim the power to the state. Putin took away the 

territorial legislation and created seven presidential embassies into seven regions 

(Rowney et al., 2009: 215). In his first term as president, Putin’s main focus was to gain 

control over parliament. This was a success and during his second term Putin had pro-

presidential majority in the Russian parliament. Putin wanted to stop the business 

moguls that emerged from the Yeltsin era and did it through reclaiming power and 

authority of the old communist party apparatus. The Russian constitution gives the 

president the power to appoint presidential agents to represent his interest in the 

parliament, government, and courts and in the seven regional districts. By the end of his 

second term, Putin had created a despotic and centralized power (Rowney et al., 2009, 

216). These new reforms did eliminate elite groups that could serves as a political 

opposition to Putin and his presidential agents in both the public and private sector 

(Rowney et al., 2009: 265).  

  The Russian government has since Putin came back to power in 2012 

likewise stepped up its measures to control the Internet in Russia. The Russian internet 

remains relatively free for public discussions, but the government has started 

monitoring web traffic, blacklisted websites and implying pro-Putin teams that are 

extremely loyal in the media; posting anti-America messages (Lipman, 2016: 43).   

When Putin came back to power in 2012, he showed a more aggressive way of dealing 

with current situations. Putin 2.0 came back determined and he changed kremlin into a 

Kremlin 2.0 too. Kremlin 2.0 has also done a serious amount of changes to keep them in 

power. Kremlin launched a new campaign in 2013 against foreign founded non-

governmental organizations. Kremlin forces foreign funded organizations to call 

themselves spy or foreign agents if they interact in any political activity. With foreign 

funding being outlawed in Russia, non-governmental organization that are independent 

from Kremlin can only rely on Russian businesses to found them, which is most 

unlikely since no company will be associated with helping “foreign agents” (Lipman, 

2016: 44). If Kremlin is powerful, so is Putin, they are dependent on each other for 
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power. But since Kremlin is acting as Putin’s agents they favor his demands. It is 

difficult to know exactly if it is Kremlin who votes through new policies in parliament 

or if they just are Putin’s puppets, doing what they are told.  

  Kremlins involvement in Syria can also be seen as having domestic 

motives. The parliamentary election that was held in September 2016 was important for 

Putin and his party; the annexation of Crimea only increased Putin’s popularity and 

Kremlins quest for more power (Lipman, 2016: 44). Military presence in Syria is used 

as propaganda. It should be shown that Russian troops are withdrawing from Syria even 

if they do not, otherwise it can be public damaging for pro-Putin supporters. At the 

same time has Kremlin never clearly been able to state their goals and reasons behind 

the Russian presence in Syria. The propaganda being used in Russia is good military 

results from Syria, often showed to have a positive effect on public opinion (Kozhanov. 

N, 2016:91). Furthermore, Kremlin also uses propaganda to weaken the West, 

especially the US, by stating Western failure in assisting Crimea in 2014. Additionally, 

Kremlin has declared victory in the confrontation with the West. Propaganda from 

Russian media shows John Kerry’s and the US good-will visit in Sochi 2015 as 

surrender from the West. The main goal with this propaganda from Kremlin is to show 

the Russian people that the West needs help in the Syrian conflict and that Russia is 

fitting to give that aid (Kozhanov, 2016:94). 

  Kremlin is good with keeping good relations with most of the key players 

in the Middle Eastern, even if their presence in Syria has offended some states. But for 

the most part the Russian and Middle Eastern relationship is good, if they are ready to 

deal with Moscow on their terms. Kremlin balance their diplomacy and policies on 

Middle Eastern states as long as they follow Moscow’s lead. The exception to this is 

Turkey (Kozhanov, 2016: 88). These policies reflect years of Russian support to both 

Hamas and Assad, which has given Kremlin potential strategic options in the Middle 

East to be able to counter Western and U.S. peace process and policies. Moreover, this 

move would burn U.S. and the Wests credentials as the great power in the region. 

Russian leaders are suspecting that the West want to get rid of Assad to broader its own 

strategy for destabilization of or conflict with Iran, a more important partner for Russia 

than Syria (Allison, 2013: 808).  

 Kremlin desires an end to the situation in Syria, and is open for 

discussions with the West, with a few conditions. But Putin has been clear about peace 

settlements in Syria. He will not give in to the West. The only way Putin will consider a 
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settlement is with Assad in power and the existing Syrian state structures and intuitions 

and also some elements of sharing the power with the opposition (Kozhanov, 2016: 41). 

Another different between Kremlin and Putin are that Kremlin never completely trusted 

Assad. After his election in 2000, Assad tried to bridge relation with Europe, but failed. 

He only turns to Russia because he failed to create cooperation with Europe. The further 

the conflict gone, the more active has Kremlin been in its effort for a national 

reconciliation in Syria. After nine months of organizing meetings between the U.S., 

Russia and the UN a conference was held in 2014: It included representatives from 39 

countries, the UN, the EU, League of the Arab State, officials from Damascus and the 

opposition. It was the first time Damascus met with the opposition (Kozhanov, 2016:42-

43).  

  On March 14 2016, Putin declared a bold move: a partial withdrawal of 

Russian military forces from Syria. However, the West should not be deceived by this 

move. Kremlins current motives are not a full withdrawal. The withdrawal was limited 

and included a portion of Russian military force. Russia still has two large military 

bases up and running where they train, support and provide the Assad regime with 

necessary equipment. The partial withdrawal clearly demonstrates that Russia, Kremlin 

and Putin’s intentions were about keeping the Assad’s regime in place. This has given 

Russia more Power and kept the West out, not battling terrorism, IS or peace 

settlements. Russia always claimed to give aid to Assad because he is the only one who 

can control the chaos that Syria is in. But the withdrawal of Russian troops occurred 

while IS still controlled a large part of the Syrian territory (Kozhanov, 2016: 72). The 

Kremlin decision to withdrawal has to be seen as political maneuver aimed at saving 

Damascus and retaining the Russian influence and power in the Middle Eastern region. 

  Since the fall of 2015 has Moscow and Kremlin been in control over the 

peace settlements in Syria. Kremlin has over and over again put the international 

community in a situation where they need to adjust their own moves to a Russian lead. 

In the beginning of 2016, the international community saw Russian presence in Syria as 

a geopolitical reality. Russia once again assisted Assad with military force when he 

tried to gain control over region that IS controlled over, but he failed. Russia backed 

down with assisting with further military force because they feared a Turkish and Saudi 

involvement and moreover sanctions from the U.S. As a result, Kremlin decided to 

withdrawal partial troops again. The withdrawal was a consequence of Assad’s 

unwillingness to be more flexible during the negotiation with Russia. It is not clear if 
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Kremlin had a discussion with Assad to remove their troops the second time. The 

decision to remove its military force on the other hand was done by Putin and his 

government alone (Kozhanov, 2016: 73).  

  If the Russian state has only considered IS to be the main target is 

questioning. Most of their air strikes and firepower has been against groups that oppose 

the Assad regime, which the West has supported (Kozhanov, 2016: 72).  

 Putin clearly stated in a speech at the UN assembly in New York 2015 that 

Russia would talk and work with the international community on the Syrian conflict, 

but in no way would that mean that the military support to Assad would stop 

(Kozhanov, 2016: 60). It is obvious that Russian military prevent any other foreign 

military with the intention of removing Assad. The Kremlin will do its best to maintain 

good relations with Putin; since the government also benefits from the sense that Putin 

is Russia’s only option (Lipman, 2016: 44). Kremlins three main goals to identify their 

interest in Syria are first economical. Russia export of equipment, oil and gas is 

compensating for the negative effects from the Western sanctions on the Russian 

economy. Secondly is their interest political. In order to avoid international isolation, 

Russia needs leverage on the West and doing so while propagandizing Kremlins 

conception on the “right world order”. The third goal with Russia’s interest in Syria is 

for security reasons, after confrontation with the West about Crimea, Russia need to 

secure its relation with the non-European part of Eurasia. Also, reducing the risk for an 

extremist attack on Russian soil is a top-priority in Russia’s security goal (Kozhanov, 

2016: 31-39). 

  There is an absence of a coherent strategy in the Russian foreign policy. 

This is based on the various groups within the parliament that support different vectors 

after their own interest in Russia’s role in the international system. The main makers of 

Russia’s foreign policy have grouped according to their willingness to collaborate with 

the West and their wish to be treated as an equal to promote or impose a Russian 

understanding of international relations globally (Schumacher & Nitoiu, 2015: 98).  

 
4.3 Realism  

The international system is always under constant change. Different factors such as: 

conflicts, war, economy and military will have an effect on the international system and 

consequently the international relations in the world. The civil war in Syria has involved 

two of the world’s major powers, these ate the U.S. and Russia, but also international 
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players such as the UN and EU. The war in Syria is a result of the Arab Spring and IS’s 

hold in the country.  How the major political players deal with the conflict affects much 

of the international system. Tension that arises with the Syrian civil war is the East and 

West divide, former Cold War politics. Are Russia and the U.S. playing games and 

using Syria to gain more power and political influence in the world? Western policies 

rest on the recognition of Russia as a global great power with crucial importance in 

solving and managing international conflicts. Russia’s role in the international system 

goes beyond their veto power in the UN Security Council. Russia has shown great 

cooperation in several international conflicts over the last two decades (Corell, 2016: 

98-99).  

  The Russian constitution gives Putin all authority over foreign policy. It is 

Putin and his closest advisors that make all the significant decision. Since Putin has 

considerable decree authority, he can pass legislations without the parliaments approval, 

even if the parliament has a case that are unified, the president has the authority to do 

what he want; with no chance for parliament to punish or prevent him (Beasley, 2002: 

102).  

  That Russia is a major player cannot be denied. The relationship with the 

U.S. is dominated by a serious contradiction. Most Russian action is showing to 

undermine Western interest and disturbing the post-Cold War order, while the Wests 

response is ambivalent. The West has given Russia sanctions to counter Russian 

behavior, but at the same time is Western leaders emphasized to Russia’s common 

shared interest (Corell, 2016: 98). Both earlier president Gorbachev and Yeltsin tried to 

have good cooperation with the U.S., but when Putin came to power did he have a 

different strategy than his predecessors. Putin’s rule have shown indicators of wanting 

to restore the Russian power and influence on the global scene, like the former Soviet 

Union did have (Corell, 2016:99).  

  Western analysts argue that Russia uses propaganda to tell the world that 

the U.S. and the West has failed with its interventions in Syria has backfired. It played a 

negative effect on Kremlin. Further, the propaganda claims that Obamas failure to 

organize military troops for an invention in Syria 2013 against President Assad is 

viewed as Russian diplomatic efforts rather then US indecisiveness. Russia then begins 

to see a way to challenge the west. Russia and Putin saw its opportunity to challenge the 

international political world order by the invasion of Crimea (Kozhanov, 2016:95). One 

of the most prominent reasons of the situation is that while the West has been trying to 
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remove Assad as president, Russia and Putin has been his closest allies, supporting 

Assad and Syria with military force and equipment. Much of Russia’s foreign policy 

decisions regarding Syria starts with Ukraine and Crimea. Russia quickly became 

popular in the mother country after the annexation of the region and could easily switch 

its focus on to Syria. Much of the world’s speculation is that Russia is trying to restore 

its great power status that it lost at the collapse of USSR (Schumacher & Nitoiu, 2015: 

98).  

   Putin’s feelings about the U.S. has always been clear, in a speech Putin 

said that “one state and, of course, first and foremost the United States, has overstepped 

its national borders in every way,” (Stent, 2016: 107). With these feeling it should come 

to no surprise for the West that Putin and Russia would make a move, it was almost a 

warning to the U.S. to stay in its place. Many speculate that Crimea is just a distraction 

for Russia’s bigger goal in Syria and the Middle East. President Obama referred to 

Russia as a regional power, but Russia’s military intervention in Syria demonstrate that 

Russia want to be accepted as a global player and play a part in major global decisions 

(Stent, 2016: 106). Syria could easily be seen as chess piece in a Russian play. It is not 

the first time Russia has used military power to prevent states to drift more to the west: 

both Ukraine in 2014 and Georgi in 2008 are proof that Russia wants a new world order 

(Stent, 2016: 107). Russia has justified its power in Syria as, both legally and morally, 

to prevent terrorism (Stent, 2016: 109).  

  Moscow and Washington do not seem to agree on identify the enemy. 

Although they both see IS as a major threat, Russia has bombed Syrian opposition 

groups that the United States has supported, and Washington sees Assad’s rule as a 

major part of the country’s problems. This difference in opinion is just once thing that 

make cooperation difficult between the U.S. and Russia in regard to Syria (Stent, 2016: 

111).  

  The U.S. clearly needs to define and defend its interests and accept that as 

long as Kremlin continues to portray the United States as its main enemy, dedicated to 

weakening its status, the primary source of all its troubles, common action on shared 

goals will be unstable and elusive (Stent, 2016: 113). 

  Russia’s foreign minister, Sergi Lavrov, argues in a speech to the Russian 

Diplomatic Academy in 2015 that Russia in the 21st century needs to turn to the East 

and Middle East. It is in the best of the Russian national interest and should not be seen 

as “opportunistic” measures taken in response to the conflict with the West (Kozhanov, 
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2016: 27). The new Putin, Putin 2.0, is different from the Putin who controlled Russia 

during his two first terms in 2000 and 2004. The new Putin is much more authoritarian, 

more decisive and more anti-western. The most reasonable explanation of Putin’s 

behaviour is when coming back to power he was disappointed in the restart of U.S.-

Russian relations. Medvedev was more for a good relation with the West during his 

time in office (2008-2012). Additionally, Putin was also disappointed by the tension 

with the EU. The Russian action in Syria is considered as revenge towards the U.S. for 

previously Russian loses in the Middle East. Putin learned his lesson from Iraq and 

Libya: the fall of long-term partners inevitably leads to the loss of economic and 

political influences (Kozhanov, 2016: 45). Therefore, without any security guarantees, 

Russia was not ready to drop Assad as a partner. The Syrian crisis has troubling long-

term consequences, not only for the country and region, but also for the international 

system as a whole (Carpenter, 2013: 1). Assad and his regime may not be the purest of 

all coalitions, but in the Syrian violence it has a form of stability. The ideological 

composition of the opposition is much more uncertain and the extent of radical Islamic 

participation is unknown. But there are indications showing that radical elements are 

substantial within the opposition and it’s growing (Carpenter, 2013: 3). Iran, as well as 

Russia has openly supported the Assad's regime. This is provoking both Saudi Arabia 

and its Persian Golf allies, NATO, EU and the U.S. The Iranian persistence in nuclear 

ambitions and the Iranian governments support to certain movements that threatens 

ruling elites in the Arab World is challenging also the Russian influence in the Middle 

East.  Assad’s fall would undermine the Iran position and therefore even the Russian 

position with the Arab world. Since Iran is an allied of Russia it is only natural that the 

Saudi and Western block plays geopolitical war were Syria basically is collateral 

damage (Carpenter, 2013: 4). 

  The Russian intention with Syria was not just to fight terrorism, the 

Islamic state and solely save the regime on its shoulders. The priority has always been 

to re-establish military and politicial capacities for Assad. Meaning a threat to 

Damaskus is an indirect threat to Russia and its interest. Therefore has all groups, even 

Western supported “rebel” groups immediately become a target of Russian air strikes 

and military force. Although neither Russia, Kremlin nor Putin has ever acknowledged 

this as their top-priority. Russia and its officials have always insisted that their goal with 

the invention in Syria is and always has been to bomb the Islamic State (Kozhanov, 

2016: 65-66) 
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5 Conclusion 
During this research paper, a few other presidents than Putin have been mentioned. In 

the cognitive political psychology the analytic framework is to analyse the perception of 

the decision maker. Would Russia be the same if Vladimir Putin were not the leader of 

the Russian Federation? As briefly mention during the paper, both Gorbachev and 

Yeltsin tried to have better cooperation with the U.S. and the end of the Cold War and 

after it. Putin has always shown for a more aggressive and authoritarian approach to 

gain more power and influence on the political world scene. Putin is the main controller 

of the Russian power, in that way he controls Kremlin as well, and what policies and 

decisions that leave Moscow. The main reason for Putin's more aggressive approach 

against Syria is that Putin wants to restore Russia as a great power. He felt that after the 

collapse of the USSR they lost its status in the international system. A restoration of the 

damage that the end of the Cold War caused is top-priority. Syria can be seen as a chess 

piece in a much bigger game for great power status: a way to counter Western influence 

and power.  

Kremlin is the bureaucratic machine in Russia, that a group works well 

than one individual is the theoretical framework. The bureaucratic apparatus in Kremlin 

is working on a group level. But since Russia only is semi-democratic are the 

democratic levels within the bureaucracy in Kremlin not democratic. Since the 

constitutions give the president much of the countries power, Putin is and will be the 

main decision-maker. Kremlin is simply working Putin’s agenda. There are at times 

when Kremlin and Putin have disagreed but in the end Putin interest has been 

represented in a higher degree than the represents of the government. Different groups 

within the Russian government is also representing different interest and trying to make 

decision that would benefit their interest the best. But since Russia is controlled in a 

semi-authoritarian way, Putin’s agenda will be the last interest represented by all 

groups.  

2011 onwards has seen a period of diplomatic activity from Kremlin in the 

Middle East. Moscow is attempting to cultivate deeper involvement in regional issues 

and to establish contacts with what Kremlin sees as legitimate forces in the region. The 

three main goals to identify Kremlin and Putin’s interest in Syria is; (1) economical, 

export of equipment, oil and gas has been to compensate for the sanction the West gave 

to Russia after the annexation of Crimea; (2) political, good relation with the Middle 

east will secure and avoid international isolation, creating a leverage that can be used on 
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the West when creating a new political world order; (3) security reasons, reducing 

security threats for Russia when controlling the situation in the Middle East.  

 Russia seems to be trying to reclaim its Cold War role as a 

great power and able to counterweight U.S power and influence in the region. When 

Putin called the collapsed of the USSR as “the greatest geopolitical catastrophe of the 

twentieth century” he has been acting accordingly. Every decision Russia makes seems 

to be in relation with Putin’s quote of the Soviet collapse. The Western block vs. Russia 

is a geopolitical war. The West has failed to recognize Russia as a great power, which 

anger Russia. Russia is seeking to undermine Western influence in the East and Middle 

East as a result of their recognition. Russia gained access to Syria because of Obama 

and Western failures to organize an intervention in Syria in 2013. Russia access and 

success in Syria is possible because of mistake from the West. The West could have 

limited Russia’s manoeuvre if they were more correct in their approaches.  

Lastly, the main indicator for Russia decision-making in Syria is Putin. He 

has used Syria in a bigger game for world dominance. Everything he has done in 

Crimea, his relations with Iran and the rest of the Middle East is simply a strategic move 

to gain more influence on the political world stage, with that also more power. Putin has 

always been clear about the collapse of the USSR. He want to restore Russias great 

power status, but moreover, he want to rule Russia as the former Soviet leaders did; 

with a firm hand.   
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